Time series analysis is a technique widely employed in space science. In unpredictable environments like space, scientific analysis relies on large data sets to enable interpretation of observations. Artificial signal interferences caused by the spacecraft itself further impede this process. The most time consuming part of these studies is the efficient identification of recurrent pattern in observations, both of artificial and natural origin, often forcing researchers to limit their analysis to a reduced set of observations. While pattern recognition techniques for time series are well known, their application is discussed and evaluated primarily on purpose built or heavily preprocessed data sets. The aim of this paper is to evaluate the performance of state of the art pattern recognition techniques in terms of computational efficiency and validity on a real-life testcase. For this purpose the most suitable techniques for different types of pattern are discussed and subsequently evaluated on various hardware in comparison to manual identification. Using magnetic field observations of the ESA Rosetta mission as a representative example, both disturbances and natural patterns are identified. Compared to manual selection a speed-up of a factor up to 100 is achieved, with values for recall and precision above 80%. Moreover, the detection process is fully automated and reproducible. Using the presented method it was possible to detect and correct artificial interference. Finally, the feasibility of onboard deployment is briefly discussed.
tivity [22, 23] , plasma interaction [24-28], astronomical spectroscopy [29] and exoplanet detection [30] [31] [32] . Because 48 of the complexity of observations pattern detection is, in most cases, performed manually [15, 17, 33] . 49 In the following magnetic field data obtained during the Rosetta mission is used as an representative example to 50 showcase the benefits, problems and limitations of automated pattern recognition for time series. Because of high 51 demands for active trajectory control and the novelty of scientific observations, combined with a comparatively long 52 mission duration, the Rosetta mission offers a divers data set. Magnetic field measurements were chosen because they 53 have three components and are very sensitive to different kinds of interferences. Therefore, they can be considered They are characterised by a sudden sharp increase in magnetic field, directly followed by a slowly decreasing edge. In 73 general structures of scientific interest are governed by highly dynamical background conditions and have, therefore, 74 a highly variable shape. This circumstance significantly complicates automated detection. 75
Methods

76
Depending on the properties of the time series and the pattern, different approaches to pattern recognition are pos-77 sible. One possibility is to use a similarity measure based on a metric to find patterns similar in shape to a reference Preprocessing of data is an integral step in pattern recognition as the quality of the data directly affect the success 96 rate of recognition, especially for deep learning methods. The patterns discussed in the previous section have varying 97 amplitudes and occur at different time scales. For the absolute amplitude a lower threshold is used to filter the obser-98 vations. As only the relative amplitude is of importance for pattern recognition, the magnetic field B is normalized as 99 follows:
Moreover, having features with widely different scales may cause the network to weight them differently, which in 101 turn can lead to bad convergence. In some cases it can even prevent the network from learning successfully. In as
where f (t) * denotes the complex conjugate of f (t). In practice, cross-correlation is implemented using Fast Fourier 
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The algorithm sorts signals into clusters based on their distance to an average cluster shape S, which is obtained by 123 computing the average of the aligned signals in the cluster. Each S is then used as a new reference signal to identify 124 more disturbances. The procedure is repeated until the cluster shapes do not change significantly.
125
As an additional criterion for the detection the prominence of the pattern is included. Similar shapes with steep 126 edges in the magnetic field can also be caused by sensor noise, however these magnetic field variations are typically 127 of low amplitude and can, therefore, be easily ignored. A shape based approach, which is invariant to scaling in the 128 magnitude, would, however, classify instances of sensor noise as disturbances because of the similarity in shape. For 129 this reason the relative amplitude of the pattern in respect to the typical level of variation in the sliding window is 130 included in the recognition process. The similarity threshold used for detection is determined by minimizing the loss
where N is the number of samples, p i the predicted class and y i the predefined class for the ith samples. The compu-133 tation is performed on a data set containing 1500 manually labeled samples with positive and negative examples.
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In general, correction of these disturbances is difficult, as it would require a model based on the inducing currents.
135 This is further impeded by a loss of information in the form of aliasing effects and superposition of different distur-136 bances. However, the typical shape S obtained by clustering gives a good approximation of the average interference 137 in the magnetic field and is therefore suitable for an initial correction. All non-systematic features are eliminated by the computation of S, leaving only the process specific signature in the magnetic field. To realize this, the average 139 shape S i i ∈ {x, y, z} for every of the three magnetic field components is computed as described above. Following 140 this, the computed shapes are aligned to the identified Orbit Correction Maneuvers and scaled to actual field strength.
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However, these interferences are subject to slight variations caused by e.g. aliasing effects. To account for those, the 142 matched shape S i is adjusted so that the function
is at its minimum. Hereby, N is the number of data points, problem is the large set of different shapes and parameters that need to be covered, especially for the negative class. Maneuvers in 144 hours of magnetic field observations was used (Table 1) . To evaluate the performance the metrics precision and recall [54] were employed. The precision illustrates how many positive classifications were correct and the recall how many actual positives were correctly predicted. This can be expressed as:
hereby TP is the number of true positives, FP the number of false positives and FN the number of false negatives. The 184 evaluation shows that above 85 % of all Orbit Correction Maneuvers present in the test data are correctly classified.
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The main advantage of the automatic procedure lies in the massive parallelizability and the simultaneous processing 
Evaluation of Steepened Waves Detection
196
The performance of the procedure presented in section 3.2 is evaluated on an artificially generated and a real-world 
